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STIMULUS JUST KEEPS ON COMIN’ 

RATES POISED TO BOUNCE UP… 

A SIGN HYPER INFLATION IS AROUND THE 
CORNER? 

OUR QUARTER IN REVIEW 

———— 

overnments across the globe continue on a massive spending spree in 
the name of health. They’re ordering a global shut down… it's for 
economic activity to stop at whatever the cost! 

Governments are promising stimulus of all sorts.  

From debt and rent relief, to tax payment relief, to business stimulus 
thru easy money, negative interest rates… it's the promise and commitment 
to unlimited liquidity. 

They will do anything to keep the lights on… 

But could the cure be worse than the disease itself? 

How long can governments pay for the world to be shut down? 

 

      -GCRU- 

                                    Weekly Trading Strategies 
 

        Achieves gains by trading commodities, currencies and stocks 

Apr 1st,  2020                                                                                                                                               IN ITS 19th YEAR – Nº 878 

G 
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“Buy on weakness, sell on strength.” 
-Michael D. Sheimo 
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How long will it take people to challenge their fears and get out of their 
homes, work, give a hug, grab a drink? Will it ever be possible with the 
growing stigma against sneezers and coughers? 

The math suggests it could take the entire month of April on lockdown 
to make some type of a difference in mitigating the spreading of the virus. 

Liquidity to infinity should make it easy for businesses to jump start, to 
refinance their existing debt cheaply or even write off some of the bad ones. 
But didn’t you hear?... The Fed is buying! 

And if stimulus measures are used properly, they could provide relief to 
debt holders; reducing deep social consequences from economic downfall. 
This in turn could allow a speedier recovery. It will allow us to jump back 
where we were before this all started. 

Could it go wrong? 

Yes, of course it could. 

It could be that the economy doesn’t jump start. That society grapples 
with implementing a new normal that changes in many ways the mechanics 
society has lived by until recently. 

There could be an adjustment. It’s hard to believe the tourism industry 
for example, which accounts for 10% of global GDP, will easily forget about 
the cooties in airplanes and airports. 

Countries will have to come to terms with opening borders, potentially 
allowing a health crisis to breakout that could cripple their economies once 
again. Who will be responsible? 

Countries and people that rely on the U.S. dollar as a store of value could 
see the value of their hard earned dollars dwindle as trillions of dollars are 
created out of thin air to pay corporate debt, and in many cases I’m sure, 
corporate mistakes. 

Longer term interest rates are starting to bounce up as short term 
interest rates remain at zero or lower. 
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The market is pricing 
a higher cost of money down 
the road. Could it be the 
doldrums of hyper-
inflation? 

Our first chart shows 
the yield on a 90 day U.S. 
Treasury-bill  together with 
the yield on a 10 year U.S. T-
note, on the same scale. 
Notice the rate on the 90 day 
T-bill dipped below zero, 
while the 10 year yield held 
up higher and it looks poised 
to rise further.  

This is also the underlying reason backing gold’s secular bull mkt.  

This global pandemic could be the very thing that ends up breaking the 
currency system as we know it. 

But there have been many things driving gold up. It's not only 
speculation of currency destruction.  

Global uncertainties due to the virus, geo-politics, local politics, the 
upcoming democratic process 
and other reasons have also been 
supportive of gold and look set to 
continue.  

However, there is some 
downside pressure brewing. 
Notice gold’s recent bounce up, 
from the Dec low, failed to reach 
a new high showing resistance. 

Together with Spinner, 
price action suggests gold could 
fall back to test support at $1450 

GOLD JUN 2020 (GCM20)                                                                                                                 
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(Dec lows). A break below this level could push gold to its stronger/deeper 
support at $1365. 

Keep in mind the underlying fundamentals fueling gold are strong and 
perceived value can quickly change.  

This is why I will keep my position during weakness and add more once 
our indicators signal gold is cheaper. 

The relationship between gold and crude oil is yet another solid 
example that the pendulum might have swung too far in favor of gold versus 
black gold.  

My next chart is the gold to crude oil ratio since 2003. Notice the ratio 
favors gold longer term. The ratio reached the top side of the mega up channel 
just like it did at key moments over the past 20 years. 

Notice the ratio swung 
grossly in favor of gold at the 
depth of the recession after the 
2007 stock market peak; then 
again in 2015 at the secular 
bottom and once again now.  

Notice that on those major 
dates, the indicator below the 
ratio also sprung up, to the 
“Crude too Cheap vs Gold” level. 

More interesting is that 
after each of the peaks, the ratio 
turned in favor of crude oil for the 
ensuing years. 

The ratio suggests crude oil 
could be favored versus gold in 
the foreseeable future. 

Just recently, we showed 
the silver to gold ratio and how it 
also had reached an all time high 
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of nearly 125 to 1. The extreme 
swing in that ratio also suggests 
the pendulum could swing in 
favor of silver.  

The question begs, are 
resources poised for a rebound? 

Silver has been coming out 
of the pits.  

It fell hard with resources. 
It didn’t get any safe haven luster 
from gold. But it’s quickly 
bouncing back up. Since we 
added positions recently, silver is 

up over 20%. 

Silver is now testing resistance at a previous support level ($15). A 
break above it would show signs of renewed strength. If not, silver could then 
pull back to the recent lows. Keep your positions for now as the downside 
seems limited. 

Gold and silver shares have also risen with strength and are showing 
potential for more upside.  

SILVER MAY 2020 (SIK20)                                                                                                
03/31/20    CLOSE = 14.156
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Gold shares continue to move similarly with silver, even though gold 
shares have held up better  than silver (it recently fell to a 10 year low). 

Notice HUI found support at the May low near 150. It’s bouncing up with 
strength, trying to regain the 200 handle. Resistance at the previous support 
is gaining relevance. 

Spinner is above zero showing strength, but also struggling to clearly 
breakout. Weakness exposes downside pressure and suggests gold shares are 
not entirely out of the woods and in the clear. 

HUI must break above 200 convincingly for signs of renewed strength 
to emerge. Otherwise, a decline to re-test the 150 support would be likely. 

The chart to the left of HUI is our in house A/D Line. Notice it has been 
moving sideways since Nov last year. It’s suggesting gold shares broadly 
continue to consolidate. A break above the top side of the channel would be 
very bullish, just like a break below support at 4400 would expose deeper 
weakness. 

We’re holding Agnico Eagle Mines (AEM), Kirkland Lake (KL), NovaGold 
(NG), Silvercorp Metals (SVM) and Hecla Mining (HL) and Sabina Gold & Silver 
(SBB.TO).  

AEM is holding near the May lows near $40. High volatility could be 
telling us the lows are near. Spinner on the rise, but below zero showing 

weakness. 

AEM must rise above the 
Jan downtrend near $47 to 
confirm support at the $40 level 
and rise to the recent highs near 
$62.50. 

Keep your positions. If 
you’re looking to buy or increase 
exposure, buy at mkt, below $40. 

KL’s price pattern is very 
similar. 

AGNICO EAGLE MINES LIMITED (AEM)                                                             
03/31/20     CLOSE = 39.79
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It’s also holding at the 
Apr/May lows near $29. Price 
movement has been volatile 
which tends to coincide with 
bottoms (or tops). Spinner 
broke above zero suggesting 
momentum could be shifting to 
the upside. 

Although support above 
the Apr lows seem set, KL must 
rise above the Nov downtrend 
to confirm support and show 
renewed strength on a 2dc 
above $38. 

Keep your positions for now. KL continues to bottom. 

NG is one of my favorites. It’s a rising star given its stellar management 
team and prime assets. NG has held up stronger than most, and well above the 
May lows.  

NG tested the Oct lows earlier in Mar only to jump back to the top side 
of the band near the resistance at $9.50. Spinner is above zero showing 
strength. 

NG is now lingering 
near the middle of the band 
not providing clear technical 
indication. However it’s a 
great company poised to rise 
with strength during gold’s 
secular bull mkt. Keep your 
positions.  

Take a look at Sabina 
below. It was one of the only 
gold shares that rose. It’s 
showing support at the May 
lows near CA$1 with room to 
rebound further before 

KIRKLAND LAKE GOLD LTD. (KL)                                                         
03/31/20    CLOSE = 29.6
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reaching a key resistance at the Aug 
downtrend near CA$1.80. The rise to 
just that level alone would be 
impressive and would give us a great 
return.  

However, SBB.TO is poised for 
more as a rise eventually back to the 
Aug highs near $2.40 is likely. That's a 
rise of 100% from current levels. Keep 
your positions. 

SVM is above its 5wk MA. It 
reached our break even level and fell 
back. It’s showing some resistance at 
the Jan downtrend near $4.50; 
coincidently SVM’s 15wk MA. A break 
above $4.50 would show renewed 
strength that could push it initially to 
the Feb highs near $6.  

Keep your positions. Buy below 
$3 if you’re looking to increase 
exposure. 

HL has not been as strong as SVM. 
It’s resisting below its 5wk MA at $2.20 
showing weakness. HL must rise above 
its 5wk MA and the $2.50 level to show 
signs of renewed strength.  

Spinner is on the rise, but it could 
be resisting near the zero area showing 
weakness. 

Keep in mind, price action suggest 
the lows ($1.50) are strong support and 
HL could rise to the Jan highs if it holds 
above the deeper support at $1.50. 

Keep your positions. 

SABINA GOLD & SILVER CORP. (SBB.TO)                                                                      
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The U.S. dollar is holding 
its own. It tends to be sought in 
times of distress and whenever 
there’s a liquidity crunch. 
However, the Fed and the U.S. 
central government are 
making sure there’s plenty of 
greenbacks out there for 
everyone. 

The endless supply could 
eventually end up giving assets 
across the board an upward 
boost; a price adjustment 
reflecting inflation and real 
cost. 

But as uncertain as the dollar’s future looks, it’s not worse than the 
Euro, or Latin American currencies, Asia, Africa, you name it. The U.S. dollar 
today buys most currencies cheaply and it’s the most liquid. Most places will 
take your hard earned dollars with gusto. 

This is why we keep our cash position mainly in U.S. dollars. 

To a lesser extent, we own some pound sterling too. It’s part of our cash 
pile.  

Pound sterling has 
traditionally been the poster child 
of price stability and 
conservatism. Although some of 
that may have eroded over the 
years, it's still a symbol of 
strength. 

And with the U.K. in a 
political environment that will 
allow it to implement an economic 
agenda that could spur growth, 
unshackled by the European 

U.S. DOLLAR INDEX JUN 2020 (DXM20)                                                   
03/31/20    CLOSE = 99.092
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Union’s inflexible guidelines, it has 
also suffered from pandemia fears 
and panics. 

I keep some pound sterling 
as a way to diversify sidelined 
cash. Keep your positions. 

Resources have been the 
most exposed.  

Copper broke down and it’s 
testing a psychological support at 
$2. 

It bounced up with strength yesterday showing signs of a rebound that 
could reach the Jan highs near $2.40. Spinner is perky, but still below zero. If 
copper fails to rebound stronger and falls below support at $2, a continued 
decline to possibly the $1.50 level would be likely. 

Stay out. 

Crude oil is another resource that has been punished from lack of global 
demand. It fell to the bottom side of a downchannel since 2008! 

 Just today, crude fell to 
an 18 year low, slipping 
below $20. The recent 
waterfall decline, however, is 
forming a bull downside 
wedge pattern with upside 
target near $40. A break 
above $23 shows strength 
that could fuel the rise to the 
mid-channel line near $40. 

Price swings in commodities are heavy given the uncertainty 
surrounding everything. This is why I have a limited exposure to resources 
thru blue chip companies like Exxon Mobil (XOM) and BHP Billiton (BHP). 

COPPER MAY 2020 (HGK20)                                                  
03/31/20    CLOSE = 2.228
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I locked in a great 
dividend yield on both 
companies that allows me to 
look over the valley as panic of 
a pandemic continues to 
unravel. Price appreciation 
alone could likely to be a main 
contributing factor too once 
things go back to normal. 

Notice BHP rising from 
an extreme low. It reached the 
bottom side of a 8 mo long 
funnel.  

BHP is now bouncing up, 
forming a bull flag pattern with pole resistance just below $40. A break above 
$40 confirms the bullish flag pattern that could push BHP initially to the Jan 
downtrend near 44.  

A break above $44 could see BHP rise to the top side of the funnel near 
$60. Spinner is bullish, above zero, with room to rise further. 

Keep your positions. 

XOM has a similar story. 
It’s bouncing up from the bottom 
side of the Jan downchannel. It’s 
testing the mid-channel line at 
$40. A break above $41 will show 
strength that could push XOM to 
the Jan downtrend near $58. A 
break above this level pushes 
XOM to the higher $60s.  

Spinner is breaking out 
from zero, but still struggling to 
overcome its resistance. Keep 
your positions. 

BHP GROUP (BHP)                                                                              
03/31/20   CLOSE = 36.69
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We’re also holding blue 
chip U.S. stocks that will likely 
hold on during weakness as the 
pandemic remains. U.S. 
companies especially will be 
receiving loads of stimulus 
money to help them weather the 
storm. 

We bot some more 
Citigroup (C) last week as it was 
starting to rebound. It 
rebounded even stronger after 
breaking above resistance at 
$40.  

C is now forming a bullish flag pattern with pole resistance at $46. The 
price pattern suggests a break above $46 on a 2dc could push C to the Jan 
downtrend near $60. 

Spinner is still sluggish, rising from an extreme and testing zero. It’s 
suggesting momentum is rising. Keep your positions.  

ATT is also another great blue chip company that we locked in a great 
dividend yield in. It will allow us to hold on thru weakness and remain 
exposed to the post virus era that will likely be somewhat contact-averse. 

ATT is bouncing back, 
forming a bullish flag with pole 
resistance at $31. This tells us a 
break above this level could be 
bullish for ATT. Keep your 
positions. 

Two other companies that 
could thrive in the new post-virus 
normal are healthcare companies 
as consumers will gear towards 
medical products and services as 
self awareness grows. 

CITIGROUP INC (C)                                                                                                   
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Notice NVS reached a new high today, surpassing resistance at $82. 
Spinner is also on the rise, breaking above zero with room to rise further. This 
suggests NVS could soon regain the $90 handle and eventually test the Feb 

highs near 100.  

Buy a bit at mkt, ideally 
below $80 to increase exposure 
to healthcare companies. 

And together with a likely 
increase for health products, 
we’ll see continued growth in 
online sales and product delivery. 
SHOP provides a platform to be 
able to offer goods and services 
throughout the system’s 
database. 

We picked up SHOP a 
couple of weeks ago at the lows, 
below $350. SHOP is up over 20% 
since we bot. 

SHOP remains very bullish 
above the May uptrend near 
$300. Keep your positions. 

— 

Our First Quarter 2020 results  

The end of a new quarter is 
upon us. It hasn’t been pretty. 
Quite the contrary. The 
unexpected declines due to fears 

of the spreading virus has taken a toll on Wall Street and Main Street. 

We sold the second half of our position in gold after a year + long run 
up. We ended up protecting a 32% gain for the move in just over a year. 

NOVARTIS AG (NVS)                                                                           
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This quarter we also did well trading U.S. government bonds. We first 
started with TBT, which rises with interest rates, and secured a 5% gain. After 
selling, we jumped into UBT a bond ETF and made nearly 18% in profits 
(combined total of 23% in just one quarter!). 

We also did well selling our positions in Procter and Gamble (PG) 
protecting handsome profits. Those gains, however, were offset by losses in 
Guangshen Railways (GSH) given the virus breakout. 

Noteworthy, GSH ended up falling deeper (nearly an additional 30%) 
after we sold. So although a loss was logged, we avoided going thru weakness 
with a company that is not as strong as the blue chip stocks we’re holding. 

Our biggest loss was in resources. We took losses in Denbury Resources 
(DNR) and crude oil. The losses offset most gains from the quarter. I honestly 
didn’t count on crude’s mega support at $40 broken to the downside nor on 
Saudi Arabia and Russia waging a price war.  

We’re positioned to do well in the upcoming future. Keep your 
positions. They’re good ones! 

 

 

Chief Trading Strategist/GCRU 
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TRADER SHEET PAGES 16 & 17 

Name/Symbol
Mar 31,20  

Price
Change

Mar 24,20  

Price

Gold (GCM20) 1596.60 -66.70 1663.30

Silver (SIK20) 14.16 -0.10 14.26

HUI (HUI) 186.04 -15.85 201.89

Copper (HGK20) 2.23 0.05 2.18

Crude Oil (CLK20) 20.48 -3.53 24.01

S&P500  2584.59 137.26 2447.33

U.S.Dollar  (DXM20) 99.09 -3.16 102.25

30 Year T-Bond (ZBM20) 179.06 0.22 178.84

10 Year T-Note Yield 0.70 -0.12 0.82

13-week Treasury Bill 0.030 0.027 0.003

KEY PRICES
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Symbol Trade Update &/or Current Position

Status      

L=Long        

S=Short           

O=Out             

P=Put          

C=Call

Last      

Closing      
Price

Stops
Target

s

GOLD 

(GCM20
)

Wild moves! Gold completed a V shape recovery after falling to the Dec lows 
earlier this month. It's now consolidating the bounce up near the highs. It's 

starting to form a bullish flag pattern with an upside target at $1800. For the 
pattern to be confirmed, gold must break above the Feb high and stay above it. 
Keep your positions. Wait for further weakness near $1400 to buy more. 

L 1596.60

2dc 

below 
1300.

Sold

PHYS Keep your positions. Wait for weakness to buy more. L 13.12
Holdin

g
Open

SILVER 
(SIK20)

Previous support at $15 becoming key resistance. Spinner under pressure, 

below a downtrend since Sept suggesting momentum remains lackluster. This 
could mean slack in resources remains and it could continue weighing down 
on silver in the month or so to come. However, a break above $15 would be 

very bullish for silver and a continued upswing would then be likely. Keep 
your positions.

L 14.156
Holdin

g.
Open

PSLV Keep your positions. Wait for weakness to buy more. L 5.95
Holdin

g
Open

HUI 
Index 

Rebound rise underway! Gold shares continue to stage a strong rebound from 

the May lows. It's showing some resistance at the 200 level, previously an 
important support level. A clear break above 200 ST would show strength; 
however, HUI must surpass the old Feb highs to be out the woods with more 

upside potential. Encouraging has been the action in A/D Line. It hasn't fallen 
below the sideways consolidation band that began in Nov-Dec. This suggests, 

after removing all of the volatility and noise, a consolidation in gold shares 
continues. We have solid exposure to miners. Keep your positions and look to 
add more on weakness if you're underweight.

-- 186.04 N/A N/A

AEM

Consolidation continues… Volatility remains high as AEM looks to consolidate 

a bottom near a key support area. Spinner has bounced up from an extreme, 
but looks sluggish below the zero line. This suggests, downside pressure is 
still present. If AEM holds above the support area it's forming and rises above 

the Jan downtrend at $47, we could see a stronger rebound that could reach 
the Feb highs near $62.50. Keep your positions. Buy on weakness below $40 if 

you're under exposed.

L 39.79
Holdin

g.

65 & 

80

KL

Consolidating above previous Apr low & support level. Volatility remains 

high, and wild swings are common. However, it seems KL is looking to 
consolidate its support area which appears to be $29. Keep in mind, KL must 

rise above the Nov downtrend at $37 to show a stronger phase of its rebound 
rise. Keep your positions. Buy on weakness below $30 if you're underexposed.

L 29.60
Holdin

g.
-

HL

Consolidation. Just like most gold shares, HL is consolidating the bullish rise 
from the Mar lows. The rise since was nearly an 80% rise in just a few days. 
Spinner just broke above zero suggesting momentum may be turning up. More 

upside is likely. But be patient. Some more consolidation and volatility is 
likely until a bottom is clearly established. 

L 1.82
2dc 

below 

1.30

3.50 & 

6

SVM

Pulling back after nearing Dec downtrend exposing key ST resistance at $5. A 
break above this level would be very bullish. The Jun lows, on the other hand, 

are key lows. Spinner is suggesting SVM might start consolidating. Keep your 
positions. Buy a bit more on weakness below $3.

L 3.27

2dc 

below 
2.25

6 & 9

SBB.TO

The laggard… Sabina has seemingly confirmed the May lows as strong 
support. Spinner is rising from an extreme low and just pierced above the zero 

line, suggesting momentum could pick up the pace. Sabina's next key 
resistance is at the Aug downtrend near $1.75. A rise to that level ST is likely. 

Keep your positions. If you're looking for more exposure to Sabina, buy on 
weakness, ideally below or near CA$1.

L 1.17
Holdin

g
-

NG

NG is also consolidating below the Feb high & resistance level near $9.50. 
Spinner on the rise from an extreme. It's now above zero, with lots of room to 

rise. The move seems promising. NG has seemingly confirmed the Oct low as 
key support and if this level is held during consolidation, a break above the 

key resistance at $9.50 would be likely. Keep your positions. Still waiting for 
weakness below $7 to pick up more.

L 7.38
2dc 

below 
6.50

10.50 
& 13

Bot: 5.50 (Jul-17-2019), 6.25 (Aug-7-19), 6.19 
(Nov-8-19).

N/A

58.75 (Jan-9-20), 49.50 (Feb-19-20), 36.50 (Mar-

18-20).

37.50 (Feb-19-20), 34.50 (Mar-4-20), 26 (Mar-
12-20).

5.49 (Jan-6-20), 4.92 (Feb-4-20), 3.40 (Mar-4-

20).

2.96 (Jan-28 -20), 2.65 (Mar-4-20), 1.65 (Mar-18-

20).

1.55 (Mar-4-20)

8.50 (Mar-4-20), 7.65 (Mar-18-20).

Bot: 15.80 (Jul-17-19), 16.50 (Aug-7-19), 16.80 
(Nov-8-19), 12 (Mar-18-20).

11.75 (Mar-18-19).

TRADER SHEET

Long  or  Short

PRECIOUS METALS PORTFOLIO (40%)

Bot: 1485 (Mar-18-20).
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Symbol Trade Update &/or Current Position

Status       

L=Long          

S=Short           

O=Out             

P=Put          

C=Call

Last      

Closing      

Price

Stops
Target

s

U.S. 

DOLLAR 

(DXM20)

Breakout, pull back… The dollar is seemingly completing its pull back from 

the recent highs. It's showing some support near the previous Feb high 

resistance. Price action suggests, if the dollar holds above 98, it'll remain very 

bullish and more upside would be likely. The dollar has confirmed and 

established support at 96. A clear break below this level could change dollar's 

trend to down. I'm still keeping most of my cash in U.S. dollars.

99.09 - -

FXB

Pound Sterling seems to be developing a clean 'V' shape recovery. Notice 

Spinner breaking above a downtrend showing momentum picking up steam. A 

break above 124 would show a stronger rebound rise that could test the Dec 

high & resistance near 130. Keep part of your sidelined cash in pound sterling.

120.46 - -

Crude 

(CLK20)

Crude fell to a new 18 year low. It pierced below $20, and downside pressure 

remains strong. However, Spinner has been recovering from an extreme as 

crude oil forms a bullish downside wedge pattern. The pattern suggests a 

break above $22 could ignite a rebound rise that could reach the top side of 

the Jan downchannel near $40. I'm not about to jump into crude, although it is 

tempting. Too much uncertainty still lies ahead. We will continue to play the 

oil market thru established, blue chip energy stocks like Exxon Mobil (XOM). 

For those of you who are looking to speculate, price action in crude seems 

ripe. But be aware as demand remains lackluster and supply continues to 

grow. 

O 20.48 0.00 0

XOM

On the rise… XOM is also showing signs that a bottom above $30 is forming. 

Spinner rose above zero for the first time in a few months suggesting 

momentum could be shifting its way. XOM could rise to the top side of the Jan 

downchannel near $55. Buy more on weakness, below $35.

L 37.97

2dc 

below 

30.

69 & 

75

COPPER

My more optimistic self sees copper consolidating at a psychological support 

level near $2 just as Spinner pierces its MT MA showing upside potential. This 

suggests, copper could bounce up to the Jan downtrend near $2.40. However, 

Spinner remains below zero and a bear flag is forming at the lows. Price 

action suggests if copper fails to hold onto $2 support, it could fall to $1.50. 

Overall with resources across the board, demand remains lackluster and 

uncertainty about the time the current situation could last will continue 

putting downside pressure. Stay out. We'll continue having exposure to 

copper thru BHP Billiton (BHP).

O 2.2280 Out -

BHP

BHP seems to have confirmed support above $30. Spinner on the rise, 

breaking above zero, showing momentum could shift up ST. BHP is a great 

company, offering a great dividend yield (at the prices we bot). It's the better 

play on copper, particularly since BHP will likely be the beneficiary of global 

stimulus. Keep your positions.

L 36.69

2dc 

below 

30.

60

C

C is forming a bottom at the extreme lows, just as Spinner is testing zero. Price 

action suggest C could have already set a low just above $30 and a stronger 

rebound seems likely. A break above $46 could show renewed strength that 

could push C to the Jan downtrend near $75. We bought more last week.

L 42.12
Holdin

g.

85 & 

100

T

Like with most stocks, T is also staging a rebound from extreme lows. Spinner 

is also on the rise, approaching the zero line. T is looking healthy above $30 

and if it holds and breaks above $31, a continued rebound rise to the Jan 

downtrend near $37 would be likely. Keep your positions. Buy some below 

$30.

L 29.15
Holdin

g.
50

NVS

NVS is benefiting lots from the current bounce up. It's also a great healthcare 

company that will no doubt benefit from stimulus. NVS is a company that 

could benefit lots in the post-virus era. Buy some at mkt.

L 82.45
Holdin

g.
120

SHOP

SHOP has been one of our best stocks. It's a great company that is poised to 

thrive in the new post-virus era as online shopping becomes more common 

place (more than it already has become). SHOP could thrive during a stock 

market bounce up/recovery along with other tech companies that offer 

similar services including the online retail giant Amazon. Keep your positions. 

We've already logged in a nice profit, but the rebound could just be starting!

L 416.93
Holdin

g
600

54.75 (Jan-15-20), 52.50 (Jan-30-20), 43 (Mar-5-

20), 31.50 (Mar-18-20).

TRADER SHEET CONTINUED

-

Long  or  Short

CURRENCIES (30%)

350 (Mar-16-20), 315 (Mar-18-20).

Out

RESOURCES AND ENERGY (14%)

38.75 (Jan-22-20), 37.50 (Feb-4-20)

94.75 (Jan-23-20)

61.90 (Feb-6-20), 61 (Feb-12-20), 50 (Mar-5-

20), 32 (Mar-18-20).

-

73.75 (Nov-20-19), 40 (Mar-25-20).

MELT UP RISE PORTFOLIO (16%)
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Quoting GCRU is permitted provided GCRU name, 
website address & subscription price are given.  

 
All charts in GCRU are daily prices.  
 
Subscribers can obtain free online chart updates 

for all gold shares in GCRU via: www.bigcharts.com. To 
view Canadian stks please use CA as prefix (i.e., to view 
Agni Eagle (Toronto) you must use CA: AEM). 

 
Note: U should NOT feel our recommended prices are set 
in concrete. If mkts suddenly feel hot or cold to U, or 
dramatic news occurs, U can buy or sell, or stop at slightly 
higher or slightly lower prices. It also hinges on your 
experience level. Some people can use our prices as guides 
& know when they can take bigger risks. 

 
Spinner: Spinner is an in-house momentum 

indicator (not always shown on charts). Momentum 
indicators use the rate of change in price to determine 
predominant energy flows. Spinner trading signals are 
generated when the faster timing line crosses above or 
below the slower confirming line. Upside crosses in the 
lower range of positive territory offer the most reliable 
signals for longs; downside crosses in the top range of 
negative territory for shorts. Avoid trading against the timing line, i.e., buying/selling if the timing line 
is in corrective mode (against direction of trade) unless the confirming line is positioning for a new 
'confirming cycle'. It's important to always be aware of location, direction & cycling phase of the 
confirming line. Spinner signals are more effective in trending mkts than in trading ranges where 
indicators such as Stochastic & Williams %R should be used.  

 
NOTE: payments for GCRU services should be made payable to MAP CUSTOMER SERVICE. Gold 

(& mkts) Charts R Us is published weekly. You may sign up for 3-mos at $300, 6-mos at $585, 9-mos at 
$855 or 12-mos $1,110. E-mail: gcru@goldchartsrus.net 

 

 

- DISCLAIMER - 
Due to the electronic nature of e-mails, there is a risk that the information contained in this message has been modified. 
Consequently Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us can accept no responsibility or liability as to the completeness or accuracy of the 
information. Whilst efforts are made to safeguard messages and attachments, Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us cannot guarantee 
that messages or attachments are virus free, do not contain malicious code or are compatible with your electronic systems 
and does not accept liability in respect of viruses, malicious code or any related problems that you may experience. 
Information in Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us is for general information only & is not intended to be relied upon by individual 
readers in making specific investment decisions. Appropriate independent advice should be obtained before making any 
such decisions. Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us do not guarantee or assure that readers will make money or accept liability for 
any loss suffered by readers as a result of any such decision. Futures and share trading involve risk and is not for all 
investors. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Trading involves risk and should be pursued with risk 
capital only! 

 

1dc

1-day close (the share price must close 

above or below the indicated price level, 

before our recommendation is activated)

2dc 2-day close (consecutive)

bot bought

CAD$ Canadian dollar

H&S head & shoulder

LOC line on close

LT long term

MT medium term

NL neckline

PF portfolio

PO price objective

Recom recommended

RH&S reverse head & shoulder

RS relative strength

ST short term

Sym/tri symmetrical triangle

Tgt target

Unch unchanged

Vol volume

Wk week

Ystdy yesterday

C close

ABBREVIATIONS
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